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a b s t r a c t
Determining the optimal number and location of sensors is essential to effectively manage
trafﬁc on highways. Optimal solutions dealing with dynamic trafﬁc patterns and relocation
of sensors have received little attention. In this study, existing ﬁxed sensors are used to estimate travel time prediction errors at candidate locations where we deploy portable sensors.
Potential sampling error of each candidate location is also counted in selecting optimal
locations. A two-stage stochastic formulation considers uncertainty of trafﬁc conditions
based on scenarios generated by principal component analysis and clustering analysis to
uncover the underlying spatial correlations and temporal patterns. The ﬁrst stage decision,
determining the optimal number of sensors, is made before the deployment. The second
stage, evaluating the expected travel time prediction errors, speciﬁes sensor arrangements
in each scenario. A dynamic model has predeﬁned rearrangement stages. At each stage,
sensor locations are modiﬁed as the pattern of travel time error changes over time,
considering sensor acquisition and relocation expenses. The deterministic and stochastic
solutions serve as a lower bound and an upper bound for the dynamic solution. Higher
relocation expense leads to more sensors being used, while higher sensor costs leads to
fewer sensors being used with more frequent relocations.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Determining the optimal location of sensors on highways is essential for reliable travel time estimation and prediction as
a fundamental input for the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). The quality of trafﬁc data collected by sensors has a
direct inﬂuence on the reliability of network performance. ITS technologies attempt to relieve congestion by assisting drivers
with this information (Stathopoulos and Karlaftis, 2003).
Two types of sensors exist to detect trafﬁc on the road. First, point sensors (e.g., inductive loop detectors) provide trafﬁc
speeds at their locations. These ﬁxed sensors in pavement or roadside on highway segments represent instantaneous travel
time. On the other hand, point-to-point sensors (e.g., automatic vehicle identiﬁcation (AVI) readers) provide direct measurement of experienced travel time between successive devices.
Essential issues affecting the quality of trafﬁc information are the differences between the instantaneous and experienced
travel time during congestion. This could be caused by technical characteristic or limitation of sensors. The point sensors are
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prone to various errors caused by malfunctioning. The point-to-point sensors only provide average speed over the entire segment. It takes time for an actual trip to be realized and for the travel time to become available. An approximate relationship
between travel time from point sensors and point-to-point sensors can be studied (Zhang and Rice, 2003).
Although the sensing technology has been improved, an optimal sensor placement is still a challenge. Road networks
represent dynamic evolution and correlation of trafﬁc states. Temporal-spatial diversity of the travel demand originates from
different departing and routing decisions that commuters make across different times of a day, or different days of a week.
The difﬁculties of the trafﬁc reliability improvement arise from inﬂexibility of stationary sensors that cannot respond to
varying uncertainties over time. A sensor with high-precision technologies is expensive, and thus it is uneconomical to
install additional ﬁxed sensors without a strategic plan. While the random variables are still unknown, the planning decision
can be made based on scenarios obtained by probability of expected values. This motivates us to formulate the sensor location problems using stochastic programming.
1.2. Literature review
The main perspectives of existing studies are trafﬁc network ﬂow and travel time prediction/estimation.
The ﬁrst approach is explained by ﬂow observability, or ﬂow estimation (Zhou and List, 2010; Gentili and Mirchandani,
2012). Locating sensors in the trafﬁc origin–destination (OD) demand estimation problem was proposed by Fei and
Mahmassani (2011). Yang and Zhou (1998) selected trafﬁc counting locations on the basis of complete OD pair separation.
Liu and Danczyk (2009) placed detectors to minimize the trafﬁc measurement errors. Procedures involving matrix algebra
were developed based on link-path incidence (Castillo et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2009) or link-node incidence matrices (Ng,
2012; Hu and Liou, 2014). A stochastic model was used by Fei et al. (2013) to ﬁnd near-optimal sensor location solutions
of OD ﬂow estimation with non-recurring trafﬁc events.
Several studies considered travel time and OD estimation. Chen et al. (2004) used a genetic algorithm to minimize the
number of AVI readers and maximize the number of individual readings. Sherali et al. (2006) proposed a nonlinear mixed
integer optimization model to determine the optimal placement of AVI readers. Bartin et al. (2007) used a weighted
summation of the speed variations. Mirchandani et al. (2009) proposed greedy heuristics to maximize the total vehicle-miles
monitored, and to minimize the variance of predicted travel times. Asudegi and Haghani (2013) formulated a multi-objective
optimization problem. Xing et al. (2013) selected a path travel time uncertainty criterion to construct a joint sensor location
and travel time estimation/prediction framework. From different perspective, reliable location models were developed to
allow facility failure (Daskin, 1983) and probabilistic sensor failures (Li and Ouyang, 2011).
In previous studies, aggregated errors have been used for sensor location problems without indication of stochastic features. Diverse sources of random errors cause uncertainties in the system. The difference between the reported speed data
and ground truth observations (Bluetooth sensors) vary signiﬁcantly over time windows. Data from different detectors are
highly correlated among themselves and related to prevailing trafﬁc conditions which exhibit short-term ﬂuctuations
(Stathopoulos and Karlaftis, 2003).
In contrast to existing models that used ﬁxed sensors, our model beneﬁts from portable sensors. Since 2008, the University
of Maryland has been conducting ground truth testing of the trafﬁc data across several road segments in East Coast.
Bluetooth technology is proved to be a cost-efﬁcient speed data collection approach (Haghani et al., 2010). Ease of shipping,
handling and installation make relocation an option. While AVI readers have issues with privacy concerns, the machine
access control (MAC) address of a cell phone, camera, or other electronic devices is not linked to a speciﬁc person through
any type of central database. The MAC address, which is unique for each Bluetooth device, and the time of the detection are
logged when the device is detected at a Bluetooth sensor (Young, 2008). From the logged times for each MAC identiﬁer at the
two Bluetooth sensor stations, the travel time for that speciﬁc MAC identiﬁer on that road segment is calculated. These sensors are node-based, and two of them are required to ﬁnd the travel time on a road segment. Currently, locations of sensor
installation are chosen with a high-likelihood of observing congestion (Haghani et al., 2013).
1.3. Proposed approach
Dynamic deployment of portable sensors cover links with high uncertainty of trafﬁc state and provide more reliable travel
time data. We address fundamental challenges caused by temporal and spatial variability of travel time errors. The
distribution of link travel time errors in a particular day is not a linear summation of the link travel time errors in all time
periods of a day. In addition, drivers’ inconsistent speed causes dependencies between consecutive links.
As shown in Fig. 1, two types of travel time errors from two types of sensors are used to decide optimal location of sensors. The beneﬁt function is indicated as travel time errors that are weighted by travel demand for each segment. We assume
that travel demand follows lognormal distribution. However, sum of travel time errors for different time interval with random variables may not follow a normal distribution, but may exhibit asymmetries. We make no assumption regarding either
joint or marginal distributions due to unknown distribution of errors. Since travel time errors are closely related with trafﬁc
conditions, we assume that travel time errors in some segments are correlated. Clustering method is adapted to uncover the
underlying temporal patterns and spatial correlations. Extracted principal components are used to classify freeway segments
into several groups and partition time of day into sequential time intervals.
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Fig. 1. A ﬂowchart for dynamic relocation of sensors.

Based on scenarios, we solved two-stage stochastic programming model that includes the optimal number of sensors as
the ﬁrst stage decision and the location of sensors as the second stage decision. An optimal arrangement for sensor deployment in each scenario is evaluated with respect to the expected beneﬁts at random trafﬁc condition.
A dynamic model is developed to accommodate limited opportunities for relocation of sensors based on the dominant
trafﬁc patterns. The dynamic model has several predeﬁned rearrangement stages to modify sensor locations. Considering
sensor acquisition and relocation expenses, we relocate sensors when improvement is enough throughout the time horizon
of a day (from i to I). To the best of our knowledge, relocating portable trafﬁc sensors has not been considered yet in previous
studies.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a new criterion for sensor location is solved by a deterministic
model. A stochastic extension of the sensor location model with scenario generation is presented in the third section.
Subsequently, dynamic models are developed. A numerical experiment is conducted on a real case. Finally, key ﬁndings
are discussed.
2. Solutions of the sensor location problem
This section discusses a deterministic formulation of the sensor location problem, and introduces estimation methods for
travel time prediction errors and sampling errors considering two types of sensors.
2.1. Deterministic approach
Mid-point method is used to estimate the instantaneous travel time (ITT) from point sensors (i.e., inductive-loop detectors). Direct measurement is used to get experienced travel time (PTT) from point-to-point sensors (i.e., vehicle probe).
Consider an array ITTðd; l; tÞ on day d 2 D at section l 2 L at time t 2 T and PTTðd; l; t þ kÞ after short time period k P 0. We
can use linear relationships between ITTðd; l; tÞ and PTTðd; l; t þ kÞ (Zhang and Rice, 2003) with parameters aðl; tÞ; bðl; tÞ,
and ðl; tÞ.

PTTðd; l; t þ kÞ ¼ aðl; tÞ þ bðl; tÞITTðd; l; tÞ þ ðl; tÞ

ð1Þ

A best-ﬁt likelihood can be performed using maximum likelihood estimation to minimize error variance of the parameters. We have links l with high travel time errors, ^
ðlÞ, especially during congested periods. For a certain time (at t), using
^ tÞ.
^ðlÞ is calculated using estimated a
^ ðl; tÞ and bðl;
sample data (for days d), 

^ tÞITTðd; l; tÞ
^ðlÞ ¼ PTTðd; l; t þ kÞ  a
^ ðl; tÞ  bðl;

ð2Þ

Point estimates are not always a good representative of trafﬁc conditions on a segment. We use portable sensors that have
more ﬂexibility for data collection in different time and location horizons where abnormally predicted travel time exists.
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^ are updated for travel time
^ ; b)
After the initial stage of sensor deployment, estimated new sets of regression parameters (a
prediction. In the next stage, the decision of whether or not to move portable sensors to the next locations is made.
The main purpose of this paper is to show where to locate portable sensors on road networks under proposed criterion.
Most road networks are already equipped with existing sensors which provide prior knowledge (i.e. point speed). Our model
maximizes the total beneﬁt accumulated in a particular day. The concept of a beneﬁt factor (Sherali et al., 2006) is used to
capture the relevance of measuring travel time uncertainties as reﬂected by the demand and travel time errors. As variance
reduction was maximized (Mirchandani et al., 2009) in the prediction of link travel times, we maximize the improvement of
travel time performance by covering segments which present high travel time uncertainty. In addition, we seek to minimize
sampling errors generated from installation of Bluetooth sensors. Error reduction is obtained by improving interrelationships between point and point-to-point sensors on segments where the quality of link travel time estimates from
existing sensors has been identiﬁed as unsatisfactory. Therefore, if the estimated travel time error is small, there is no need
to collect a parallel set of data. The model uses the decision variables and parameters deﬁned in Table 1.
We consider a directed graph G ¼ ðN; AÞ, where N is the set of nodes and A is the set of links. Each link can be denoted as
either a directed link aij from node i to j, or an indexed links l. Accordingly, the sum of travel time error associated with each
link l for all time periods t is denoted as el . When large travel time errors el exist in particular link l having relatively smaller
ﬂows, few users would beneﬁt from improving travel time by installing sensors. Therefore, the travel time errors of each link
l are weighted by trafﬁc volume f l . Such a weighting factor might be determined in proportion to the average ﬂow level for
that class. For example, the trafﬁc volume can be grouped into average daily trafﬁc based on given time period. For reliable
installation of sensors, we have a set of segments, S, representing total travel time prediction errors and total sampling errors
consisted of consecutive links. Each segment s is represented by the square root of mean square error of the travel time
estimation for all links deﬁned as:

es ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PL
g 2
e
l¼1 ðl  l Þ
L

 fl

ð3Þ

The proposed procedure focuses on local trafﬁc on each individual link, instead of focusing on the entire segments. We
generate sensor locations that provide realistic trafﬁc estimates of segment from all link travel times. Otherwise, the resulting sensor locations may underestimate travel times for certain links and overestimate for others, while providing a good
overall result as these errors cancel each other out. This type of arrangement is not desirable.
While most of previous works assume predetermined total number of sensors m, we allow a range of possible budgets
presented by mT , maximum number of sensors that can be procured. The objective of the proposed model is to maximize
the expected reduction in travel time errors using the optimal number of sensors while considering the cost of sensors, C.
We introduce two sets of auxiliary binary variables to linearly formulate the problem. These variables are used to check
whether sensors installed on nodes cover the segments. For each node n 2 N, let xn be a binary variable that takes value 1
if a sensor is installed on node n, and value 0 otherwise. For each segment s 2 N  1, let ys be a binary variable that takes
value 1 if sensors cover a segment s, and value 0 otherwise. The corresponding deterministic sensor location model is formulated as

max C  m þ

X

es ys

s

s:t:

m  mT 6 0;

ð4Þ

2ys 6 xn þ xnþ1 ;
xn ; ys ¼ f0; 1g;

s ¼ 1 . . . S; n ¼ 1 . . . N  1; s ¼ n;
s ¼ 1 . . . S; n ¼ 1 . . . N  1; s ¼ n;

The objective function considers the cost of sensors, C, which is expressed in terms of improvement in error estimates.
The ﬁrst set of constraints enforces that no more than the optimal number of sensors determined in the ﬁrst stage shall
be used. The second set of constraints ensures that a link is only selected where sensors are installed at its both ends.
The last set of constraints deﬁnes the decision variables as binary.

Table 1
Variables and parameters of deterministic model.
Component

Description

xn
C
mT
ys
P
el ¼ Pt el ðtÞ
lg ¼P t sl ðtÞ
f l ¼ t f l ðtÞ

1 if a sensor is installed on node n, and 0 otherwise
Installation and maintenance costs of sensors
Total number of sensors used
1 if sensor covers a segment s
Sum of travel time prediction errors on a link l for all time periods t
Sum of sampling errors on a link l for all time periods t
Sum of trafﬁc ﬂow on a link l for all time periods t
Travel time errors for all vehicles on a segment s

es
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2.2. Decomposition of travel time prediction errors
One of the challenges in trafﬁc data is that the typical scale of trafﬁc patterns, such as the wavelength of stop-and-go
waves, is similar to the spacing of detectors. Consequently, important dynamic features may be lost in the interpolation process. Bluetooth sensors are deployed on freeways (e.g., spacing 1–2 miles) that already have loop detectors and set of trafﬁc
massage channels (e.g., spacing 0.5–1 miles).
Experienced travel time in the previous interval cannot be used to calculate future travel times at the starting time of the
trip (Yildirimoglu and Geroliminis, 2013). Since instantaneous speeds of existing loop detectors are recorded at the time the
vehicles enter the segment, it is operationally useful to ﬁnd a way to integrate them with existing probe vehicle data. We
shall propose a decomposition method to reconstruct the trajectory of point-to-point path into link data with a higher reliability for travel time information in shorter sections. For a vehicle traveling from an origin point A to a destination point B
through x links, we decompose the travel time as the sum of travel times on each link (Fig. 2). We use link-based travel time,
in which trafﬁc conditions (speed reported by loop detectors) are assumed to be constant. The vehicle speed is considered
linearly increasing or decreasing between links.
Trafﬁc conditions are assumed to be constant before the ﬁrst loop detector and after the second loop detector.
Furthermore, the vehicle is assumed to accelerate or decelerate at a constant rate between L1 and L2 . Consequently, the
ITT for each subinterval t (e.g., at 5 min interval) during the analysis periods can be expressed by the tri-linear curve as:

ITTðtÞ ¼

L
s
X
X
d1
2ðdx  dx1 Þ
L  dx
ITT l ðtÞ ¼
þ
þ
u
u
ðtÞ
ðtÞ
þ
u
ðtÞ
ux ðtÞ
1
x
x1
x¼2
l¼1

ð5Þ

where X is the number of loop detectors on the segment, dx is the distance from loop detector x (on link l) to the beginning of
the route, ux is the speed reported by a loop detector x, and L is the length of the segment.
The ﬁrst and last terms calculate the time from the beginning of the segment ðt1  tA Þ to the ﬁrst detector, and the time
from the last detector to the end of the segment ðt2  t 1 Þ. The piece-wise linear curve can be improved by any additional
travel time data collected from point-to-point sensors.
Assuming that we have a set of ITTðtÞ and PTTðt þ kÞ, for a speciﬁc time (e.g. 5 PM), a best-ﬁt likelihood can be performed
using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of the parameters. MLE minimizes error variance

Fig. 2. Instantaneous and experienced travel times.
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X

min

2
fPTTðt þ kÞ  a  bITTðtÞg

ð6Þ

where N is the number of data points. The joint probability density function (PDF) of PTTðt þ kÞ is the product of the marginal
PDFs. The parameters are assumed to be Gaussian and the likelihood function is shown below.

LLR

"
#
1
PTTðt þ kÞ  a  bITTðtÞ2
¼
N pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp
2r 2
t¼1 r 2p
Y

ð7Þ

The most probable parameters are estimated by the following equations

^¼
b

PN

t¼1 fITTðtÞ  IgfPTTðt þ
PN
2
t¼1 fITTðtÞ  Ig

kÞ  Tg

^
a^ ¼ T  bI

r2

ð8Þ
ð9Þ

N n
o
1X
2
^
^  bITTðtÞ
¼
PTTðtÞ  a
N t¼1

ð10Þ

where I is the mean ITTðtÞ and T is the mean PTTðt þ kÞ. The best-ﬁt likelihood is found by substituting the estimated parameters in the likelihood function.
We use the trajectories of link ITTðtÞ that can be reconstructed through the decomposition of e ðtÞ. Piece-wise link travel
times, el ðtÞ, is generated by

ITT sx ðtÞ

el ðtÞ ¼ e  PL

ð11Þ

s
l¼1 ITT x ðtÞ

where ITT sx ðtÞ is smoothed ITTðtÞ of detector x at time interval t, estimated by combining the values for free and congested
trafﬁc

ITT sx ðtÞ ¼ xs ðtÞITT xj þ ð1  xs ðtÞÞITT xf

ð12Þ

ITT xj denotes congested trafﬁc operations and ITT xf denotes free ﬂow conditions from historical data on detector x. The
adaptive weight factor 0 6 xs 6 1 controls the superposition of the free and congested velocity ﬁelds and can be estimated
as:

PL

xs ðtÞ ¼ Pl¼1
L

ITT x ðtÞ 

j
l¼1 ITT x ðtÞ



PL

f
l¼1 ITT x ðtÞ
f
l¼1 ITT x ðtÞ

PL

ð13Þ

To provide road trafﬁc information, Best-ﬁt travel time PTT m
x ðt þ kÞ can be calculated using estimated parameters ax and b
in the following equation
e
^
^
PTT m
x ðt þ kÞ ¼ ax þ bITT x ðtÞ þ l ðtÞ

ð14Þ

2.3. Estimation of sampling errors
Even though Bluetooth technologies have advantages of collecting reliable travel time data, the travel time estimates with
Bluetooth sensors still contain some errors. Stochastic coverage varies depending on speed and length of a segment over
time. The Bluetooth receiver can pick up signals within a 300 ft radius around the sensor. Having two sensors at both ends
of a highway segment implies that in the resulting travel time samples obtained using this technology, one might expect to
see errors caused by a maximum of 600 ft error in the length traveled (L).
We propose analytical framework to estimate travel time sampling errors 4TT s ¼ sg , resulting from local inaccuracies in
readings at each sensor (As ) as a function of the coverage radius of the sensor (R), the average speed of the trafﬁc (Ss ), error in
speed estimate (4Ss;min ), and the experienced travel time between a pair of sensors (TT s ).

4As ¼ Ss  4TT s þ 4Ss  TT s þ 4Ss  4TT s

ð15Þ

We rearrange above Eq. (15) to obtain the statement for error in travel time estimate. With the distance error set at its
maximum possible level (4Lmax ¼ 2R ¼ 600 ft) and with the smallest possible speed error equal to (4Smin ¼ 0:5 mph)
(Haghani et al., 2010), an upper bound for the error in travel time estimate can be obtained. This can be directly used to estimate the sampling error in travel time estimation.

sg ¼

4As;max  4Ss;min  TT s
L
þ 4Ss;min
TT s

ð16Þ

We expect nonlinear relationship between the maximum possible error in travel time measurements and the actual travel time of the observed vehicles. As these errors are independent and identically distributed, absolute values are used to
prevent error cancelation due to statistical averages. As the segment length grows shorter, the dispersion about the mean
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will become greater as a result of the errors contributions described above. In case a MAC address is detected multiple times
by each sensor in a short time period, only the ﬁrst detection by each sensor can be selected and used in matching.
3. Stochastic extension of sensor location problem
The deterministic sensor location model represents an optimization problem in which all the parameters are assumed to
be known with certainty. For example, the travel time errors (i.e., parameter s ) and demands (f s ) are known with a constant
value for all time periods. However, in real-world applications, this information could be variable in different time periods.
The mean of a representative short-term travel time distribution for a link is not necessarily a good tracking indicator of the
actual time-dependent travel time on that link (Du et al., 2012). It is difﬁcult to know a priori where and when congestion
will occur. In other words, the uncertainty associated with the prior prediction of travel times implies that the travel time
errors have a nondeterministic nature. This changes the problem into an optimization under uncertainty using stochastic
programming. To address the case when travel time errors are not known with certainty, we extend the deterministic model
(Section 2.1) into the stochastic model. Analytical approaches are used to capture trafﬁc patterns from temporal and spatial
link travel time errors and to generate scenarios across a set of weighted uncertainties.
3.1. Stochastic approach
Let n ¼ fnc jc 2 Pg be a vector of random variables denoting the uncertainties with travel time error pattern c 2 P. A particular realization of this random parameter will be denoted by x 2 X. As a result, in the stochastic extension, we have
l ðxÞ; ysc ðxÞ; xn ðxÞ; dsc ðxÞ; f sc ðxÞ, and gsc ðxÞ associated with each realization. Let gsc be the average travel time errors
on segment s while error type is c, and let dsc be probability of travel time errors on segment s while error type is c. we
can write total travel time error:

sc ðxÞ ¼ dsc ðxÞgsc ðxÞ

ð17Þ

To account for dynamics of trafﬁc ﬂow on each segment for certain time period, probability distribution of demand (i.e.,
lognormal distribution) is used. Let f sc ðxÞ be the demand distribution on segment s while error type is c. The probability density function of a lognormal random variable X is

1
ðln x  ln lÞ
LN
f ðxÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exp
2r2ln x
2prln x

2

ð18Þ

where l is the median value (in units of x) and rln x is the standard deviation in natural log units. The lognormal distribution
is skewed to high values so that the mean value is greater than the median. The relation between the mean is

Mean½x ¼ exp



r2ln x



l

2

ð19Þ

The two-stage stochastic problem is formulated as a linear binary integer program.
First Stage

max C  m þ En ½Qðx; nÞ
s:t:

m  mT 6 0;

ð20Þ

m ¼ f0; 1; ;2; . . .g;

Second Stage
L X
P
X
f sc ðxÞsc ðxÞysc ðxÞ

Q ðx; nÞ ¼ max

l¼1 c¼1

s:t:

2ysc ðxÞ 6 xn ðxÞ þ xnþ1 ðxÞ;
X
xn ðxÞ 6 t;

s ¼ 1::S; n ¼ 1::N  1; c ¼ 1::P; s ¼ n;

ð21Þ

n

ysc ¼ f0; 1g;

s ¼ 1::S; c ¼ 1::P

At the ﬁrst stage, before realization of any travel time error, the optimal number of sensors is determined. The objective
function maximizes the expected reduction in travel time errors using the optimal number of sensors. The constraints ensure
that the decision variable is integer and below the maximum allowable limit.
At the second stage, the objective function maximizes the expected reduction in travel time errors. Error reduction is a
result of data integration between point and point-to-point sensors on segments where the quality of travel time estimates
from existing sensors has been identiﬁed as unsatisfactory. The ﬁrst set of constraints ensures that a segment is only selected
where sensors are installed at its both ends (assuming that the segments are consecutive). The second set of constraints
enforces no more than the optimal number of sensors determined in the ﬁrst stage shall be used in any given scenario.
The third set of constraints deﬁnes the decision variables as binary.
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3.2. Generalization of scenarios considering spatial and temporal correlation
Historical trafﬁc patterns are crucial to the development of a travel time prediction framework due to the recurrence of
trafﬁc events. Days with similar trafﬁc patterns should be identiﬁed to decrease the randomness of trafﬁc conditions. Instead
of categorizing errors among the set of well-known distributions, there is an assumption made for simplicity with no loss in
generality. They can be adequately deﬁned by random scenarios grouped by dominating patterns. It is not straightforward to
deﬁne a metric to compare and cluster time periods. To ﬁnd scenarios for proposed stochastic sensor location model, we
cluster the variables considering spatial correlation.
Congestion periods are different for each link (Stathopoulos and Karlaftis, 2002) and travel times among different links
are not identically distributed. Instead, they are highly correlated due to the propagation of trafﬁc congestion from a lane
drop or merge bottleneck to its upstream links (Xing and Zhou, 2011). However, trafﬁc conditions do not spatially represent
travel time errors of different road segments. Some road segments close to exit/entrance have trafﬁc oscillations due to driver’s lane changing behaviors. Each road segment might have different travel time errors under same trafﬁc condition.
Therefore, explanatory factor analysis is used to uncover spatial correlation of different road segments. Segments are
transformed to principal components as relatively small number of uncorrelated groups. The interested reader is referred
to statistical background of principal component analysis (Tsekeris and Stathopoulos, 2006). Gaussian mixture model
(Park and Haghani, 2015) is used to uncover temporal relations by classifying the consecutive time windows into similar
error patterns. The procedure of the time and space dependent scenario generation algorithm is described below:
Step 1. The travel time error, s ðtq Þ, associated with the qth observation for any particular day of the week for time interval
tq for each segment s, can be estimated from loop detector and vehicle probe data. We develop a representative contour
plot by using the travel time error for a total of k observations available during an observation period. For example, segment s on Monday from t q = 08:00 to 08:05 for during k = 30 weeks is composed of 30 samples. A total of 288 s ðt q Þ subintervals (= T) exist for 24 h.
Step 2. The exploratory factor analysis serves to identify a set of latent road segments that are less correlated. Let relevant
travel time errors on a corridor be ðt q Þ ¼ fl ðtq Þ; l1 ðtq Þ; . . . ; 2 ðt q Þ; 1 ðtq ÞgT . The mean values for all time periods are

 ; . . . ; 2 ; 1 gT , and their covariance matrix is D. The aim of this analysis is to ﬁnd a projected B whose variables
 ¼ fl ; l1
are uncorrelated. We consider a linear transformation to a new set of variables which denoted the vector of values for the
retained principal components (i.e., eigenvalues).
Step 3. The principal components (PC) based contour plot is divided by clusters. The probability density function of B will
be modeled as a mixture of K Gaussian distributions. Optimal number of K clusters are used to capture the timedependent travel time error patterns on a particular segment.
Step 4. K-clustered PC-based contour plot is analytically built for each segment. One discrete time period of error
measurement represents just a sudden speed drop without describing dominant trafﬁc pattern of queue formation or
dissipation on roadways. We introduce adjacent time period condition Osq to be 1 if given condition is satisﬁed, and 0
otherwise.

8
>
< 1; P sq ¼ 1; or
Osq ¼ 1; P sq ¼ 0 and Psðq1Þ ¼ 0 and Psðq2Þ ¼ 0
>
:
0; otherwise

ð22Þ

In addition, we formulates the probability of a segment s in error pattern c for all time periods T.

Probðs; cÞ ¼

1X
Psq Osq þ ð1  Psq Þð1  Osq Þ
T q

ð23Þ

Then, we have the probability of a segment s is in error pattern c for each cluster k; dsc ðx ¼ kÞ. Recall Eq. (17), we can
calculate sc ðx ¼ kÞ from the dsc ðx ¼ kÞ and gsc ðx ¼ kÞ.
4. Dynamic sensor location model
The stochastic approach generates a large number of scenarios which in turn result in frequent rearrangement of sensors
(Section 3.1). This is equivalent to having a deterministic solution for each realization in second stage problem. In order to
develop a realistic relocation plan, the problem is formulated considering dynamic values for error estimates where sensor
rearrangement can take place at each time step. New terms used in this formulation are listed in Table 2 (s 2 S; x 2 X; i 2 I):
We calculate the expected value associated with travel time prediction errors

Esi ¼

X

gsix dsix f six

w

ð24Þ
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Table 2
Variables and parameters of dynamic model.
Component

Description

I
Rnki

Total number of consecutive time windows for relocation
Relocation expense (Rnkl ¼ h for n – k and Rnkl ¼ 0 for n ¼ k)
Travel time error on segment s at trafﬁc scenario x during time period i
Probability of travel time error on segment s at trafﬁc scenario x during time period i
Expected trafﬁc demand on segment s at trafﬁc scenario x during time period i
Expected travel time error on segment s during a speciﬁc time of day i
Equal to 1 if a sensor is installed on node n during a time of day i, and 0 otherwise
Clustered time period on weekdays (Monday–Friday)

gsix
dsix
f six
Esi
xni
i

The model is formulated as

max

s2S;i2I;k2K;n2N

s:t:

XX
XXX
Esi ysi  C  t 
znki Rnki
s

X
k
X

n

i

znkðiþ1Þ ¼ xni ;
znki ¼ xki ;

k

i

n 2 N; k 2 N; i 2 I  1;

n 2 N; k 2 N; i 2 I;

n

ð25Þ

2y 6 xni þ xðnþ1Þi ; s 2 S; i 2 I  1; n ¼ s;
Xsi
xni 6 t; i 2 N;
n

xni ; znki ; ysi ¼ f0; 1g; s 2 S; i 2 I; k 2 K; n 2 N
The objective function maximizes the reduction of travel time errors which is the same as the stochastic formulation. The
dynamic model provides I  1 rearrangement occasions in response to changes in trafﬁc congestions throughout the time.
However, since it is generally not practical or economical to modify the arrangement of sensors frequently, the model
accommodates limited sensor relocations (e.g., maximum three times in a day) in contrast to the stochastic solution.
Sensor relocation expenses are incorporated in this model to factor in labor cost and time required for relocating sensors.
The ﬁrst set of constraints ensures that the sensor at each node is transitioned from time i to time i þ 1. The second set of
constraints implies that each sensor at a time step i has to be transitioned from a previous time step i  1. The third set of
constraints is the node coverage constraints. The fourth set mandates that the same number of sensors should be utilized in
all time periods. The last constraint set deﬁnes the decision variables as binary.
5. Application of method
5.1. Data description
As described in Fig. 3, the target freeway (i.e., I-695 in Maryland) on a 14.5 mile stretch is composed of 10 candidate segments toward southbound (counter clockwise) direction representing trafﬁc data collected from loop detectors and trafﬁc
massage channel (TMC). Speed data is collected from a total of 11 existing loop detectors between TMC 110-04523 and

Fig. 3. Locations of candidate sensors on freeway segments.
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Table 3
Rotated factor matrix and communalities.
Segments

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Factor

Communalities

1

2

3

0.927
0.904
0.935
0.921
0.794
0.200
0.261
0.117
–
0.133

0.205
0.198
0.176
–
–
0.153
0.557
0.888
0.934
0.926

0.146
0.142
0.123
0.102
0.148
0.911
0.614
0.317
0.134
–

0.923
0.875
0.920
0.859
0.653
0.894
0.755
0.902
0.899
0.875

TMC 110-04560 for 91 weekdays from October 2012 to February 2013. The Center for Advanced Transportation Technology
Laboratory at the University of Maryland provided the station speed as the volume-weighted average of the detector speeds
and extrapolated station volume if only few of the constituent detectors return data. Identiﬁed missing data are replaced
with the average value between upstream and downstream detector at the same time interval. Vehicle probe project data
with a reliability score of less than 25 was removed and replaced by historical data aggregated. Two hundred and eightyeight sets of travel time error measurements are estimated for each day in 5 min interval.
5.2. Results
Explanatory factor analysis is conducted on travel time errors of 10 segments using Matlab 2013b. The three extracted
factors account for 89% of the variance in 10 segments’ variance–covariance matrix. The test result of Kaiser–Meyer–
Table 4
Clustered error types in different time periods.
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Freeway segments
Fig. 4. Difference between clusters for error reduction.

Table 5
Result of deterministic and stochastic programming approaches (sensor cost 7215 s).
Approaches

Location of allocated sensors

Probability

Stochastic approach

Segment 3, 4

0.014
0.001
0.006
0.143
0.073
0.732
0.003
0.029

Segment 8, 9
Deterministic approach

Segment 3, 4

–

(x ¼ 1)
(x = 2)
(x = 3)
(x = 4)
(x = 5)
(x = 6)
(x ¼ 7)
(x ¼ 8)

Solution (s)
20,908
20,908
20,908
20,908
4949
4949
9468
9468
7554

Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was 0.897 which indicates that the structure of extracted factors is suitable with our
travel time prediction error data. The rotated factor structure in Table 3 presents each segment loading predominantly on
one factor (bold). For instance, the ﬁrst ﬁve segments load virtually exclusively on Factor 1. All segments display a good
communality, the sum of the squared factor loadings, of 0.65 or greater.
Two-component Gaussian densities classiﬁes travel time errors for 24 h-periods on each segment. Table 4 presents each
cluster (T1:type 1; T2:type 2) which does not share the same covariance matrix.
Clustered error types corresponding to each road segment are described in Fig. 4. There is a signiﬁcant differences of error
reduction between each error type.
CPLEX is used to solve the stochastic problem with a computational time of 15 min 30 s. A branch-and-bound algorithm is
applied to solve the dynamic problem using Branch and Cut solver, an open-source mixed-integer program solver written in
C++, with a computational time of 8 min 20 s.
The number of sensors used and the optimal sensor conﬁguration change with respect to the cost structure of the problem. When the sensor cost, equivalent to improvement in expected errors for vehicles on the road, is under 5070 s, the number of sensors placed is maximized. However, because of the trade-off between the sensor cost and error reduction, the
optimal conﬁguration does not always involve the maximum number of sensors. That is particularly true when cost of sensors is more than 6825 s. In general, one could expect that more reduction in travel time error can be obtained as the number
of sensors increases.
Table 5 shows the optimal solutions for developed models with sensor cost (6825 s). The deterministic solution
(Section 2.1), where the sensors are left stationary at their locations represented by the mean values of the parameters, is
included for comparison purposes. The stochastic formulation (Section 3.1) results are signiﬁcantly different from the deterministic solution especially when the cost of sensors is high. Note that the deterministic approach can overestimate or
underestimate the solution in different scenarios due to the lack of ﬂexibility. The stochastic solution, on the other hand,
generally provides more realistic estimate of the objective function based on scenarios. For a larger network, representative
scenarios with probabilities greater than the threshold value dx can be reconstructed from the stochastic solution. This study
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Fig. 5. Illustrative example of a dynamic approach.

Table 6
Improvement of relocation with portable sensors (16–19 PM, Wednesdays).
Optimal locations

Scenario based solutions (s)

3, 4, 5
8, 9, 10

2475
7798

Beneﬁt of portable sensors
Without relocation (s)

With relocation (s)

Improvements

2475
–

–
5458

–
121%

is based on eight scenarios which serve as a manual for rearrangement of sensors when dealing with most likely scenarios.
Comparison of results conﬁrms the signiﬁcant impact of uncertainty on the solution.
Once we have realized scenarios, the stochastic problem becomes equivalent to a deterministic problem. Since different
days of week (e.g., Monday–Friday) present different trafﬁc conditions, each day has a different scenario corresponding to
expected reduction of travel time errors. The proposed methodology can also be applied to different weeks of a month
(e.g., ﬁrst week–last week) with different clustering parameters for interest of readers.
We have several stages of decisions which lead to a formal dynamic framework. The deterministic solution and stochastic
solution serve as a lower bound and an upper bound for the dynamic solution, respectively. If relocation of sensors can make
a sufﬁcient difference in error reduction, sensor locations are redeﬁned. Sensor relocation expense (denominated in seconds)
is the error threshold at which the relocation cost, in dollars, is justiﬁed in return for travel time error reduction. The timedollar conversion rate depends on factors such as degree of trafﬁc congestion on the road segments. For example, on a road
that typically presents low trafﬁc volumes, relocation can be justiﬁed for a 1950-s error reduction for all vehicles on the road,
while on a major freeway segment with recurring congestion, relocation can be justiﬁed for a 780-s error reduction.
Fig. 5 describes how to implement a new sensor conﬁguration based on a real congestion patterns on Wednesdays (i.e.
mean values of 2 months data). Three sensors are dynamically deployed at each stage subject to sensor cost (i.e. 7215 s). The
optimal solution of the deployment plan at 9 AM–16 PM is 13,735 s (i.e., nodes 3, 4, 5). In the next stage at 16–19 PM, we
relocate sensors (i.e., nodes 8, 9, 10) because it provides the best possible solution (i.e. 5458 s) with relocation expenses
(i.e., 780 s) compared to other solutions.
To further illustrate, Table 6 presents the beneﬁt of portable sensors. If sensors from previous stage stays at the initial
locations (i.e., nodes 3, 4, 5), the error reduction would be 2475 s. By relocating portable sensors to new locations (i.e., with
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Relocation
Frequency
(Max 25)
14

Number
of
sensors
4

13

3
12

6045

6630
Sensor cost (sec)

7215

780
Relocation expense (sec)

Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis with respect to sensor cost and relocation frequency.

total relocation expense of 2340 s to nodes 8, 9, 10), we have 121% of improvement in error reduction (i.e., from 2475 s to
5458 s).
Fig. 6 describes the relationship between sensor cost and relocation expense. If there is a change in cost or labor fee, we
can take corrective action to bring the solution back to optimal. A higher sensor cost results in the deployment of fewer sensors, each sensor being relocated more frequently. For example, when the sensor cost is 6045 s (relocation expense is 780 s),
the sensors can be relocated 12 times. On the other hand, when the sensor cost is 7215 s with the same relocation expense,
relocation will be arranged 14 times. When relocation expense is more than 780 s, instead of relocating sensors, additional
sensor deployment is more economical. Such a threshold represents the maximum expense that highway administrations
afford to pay for relocating three sensors.
6. Conclusion
This paper proposes a deterministic, a stochastic, and a dynamic formulation to determine the optimal placement of
Bluetooth sensors, considering rearrangement of sensors in a freeway network. This approach allows the incorporation of
uncertainties into the problem and provides scenarios that are more likely to happen. The illustrative example with the
results of the dynamic formulation reveals the signiﬁcant effect of the uncertainties in the optimal solution. The
deterministic and stochastic solutions serve as a lower bound and an upper bound for the dynamic solution, respectively.
The proposed methodology can be applied to any type of trafﬁc sensor that can easily be handled at proper positions.
A number of possible future research directions exist. First, in this study, all decisions about where to locate Bluetooth
sensors are preliminary made before the deployment. The feasibility of the preliminary decision can be evaluated after
we actually deploy sensors on the ﬁeld. We can develop an online system to update parameters and integrate collected data
with existing sensors to consistently predict travel time.
Another extension would be the consideration of optimal signal control. Applicability of the proposed model is currently
limited to a single direction for a stretch of a freeway network. A worthwhile research effort would be utilization of
Bluetooth sensors for four directions in arterial roads. This property enables the coverage of trafﬁc in two directions on a
roadway through the deployment of one sensor at the beginning and one at end of that roadway segment. We can
incorporate coordinated signal timing on signalized intersections with travel time collected from Bluetooth sensors. The
signal timing using Bluetooth sensors presented lower delays (Park and Haghani, 2014). Bluetooth sensors can be placed
where high delays are presented by the current signal planning. More vehicles will ﬂow more freely with improved signal
control system.
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